books/journals: (These contain contributions by Dr. Sutnick):

- Clinical Therapeutics: The 47th Hahnemann Symposium, “Prophylaxis and Prevention of Hepatitis”, 1978
- Pathobiology Annual, 1972, “Current Status of Australia Antigen”
- Global Dermatology: Diagnosis and Management According to Geography, Climate and Culture, “The Globalization of Medical and Dermatologic Education”
- Australia Antigen, “Association of Australia Antigen with Diseases Other Than Hepatitis”, 1973
- Annual Review of Medicine, “The Role of Australia Antigen in Viral Hepatitis and Other Diseases”, 1972
- Australia Antigen and Hepatitis (The Chemical Rubber Company Monotopic Series), 1972

Who’s Who in Health Care, see Sutnick entry

Photograph: meeting at Center for Dental Studies at Hebrew University, Jerusalem (Sutnick, Walter Cohen and others identified), 1999

Book brochure for Mona Sutnick’s book Nutrition & Women’s Health (Mona S. is AS’s wife); c. 1985

Brochure for Sutnick Associates, Mona Sutnick’s nutrition consulting business, n.d.

Newspaper article re: Sutnick, n.d.

Institute for Cancer Research: copy of announcement of AS’s resignation and acceptance of MCP position, 1975

Two MCP neckties: one blue, one red, each with MCP Hospital portico design, n.d.